The potential U, at any point z=x-\-iy=re^^, in 
I. INTRODUCTION
The electrostatic problem here solved is that of finding the potential due to a charged conducting wire (treated as a line charge) which is surrounded by a slotted cylinder at zero potential. This outer cylinder is of negligible thickness radially and the slots are parallel to its generating lines, equal, and equally spaced. This is an idealized case, which was undertaken for the purpose of estimating the effect of perforating an outer cylindrical shield upon the strength of field. 
The straight line v = Vq>0 where -tt^u^tt corresponds to an ellipse in the z' plane whose foci are at x' = ± c, y' = 0. In particular, the line v = ( -7r<u<7r) Figure 4 .
With this understanding equation (7) may be written rie^'cos^^+ rae^** sin^ §+ V'*2''4«F =t7+i7=eiog --_ ,Mj, (9) -rie^"' cos^^+ r^e^^sin"^+ V^2^46T he equations (7) or (9) 
If, further, the point is on that part of the circle which is conducting --p<d<p the radical in equation (11) 
By means of equations (14) and (15) 
